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TURN AN ORDINARY NIGHT INTO A GLAMOROUS 
MASQUERADE WITH THE NEW GIFT PACK FROM ABSOLUT 
Last year’s award-winning ABSOLUT DISCO sold 2,9 million packages and raises the 
expectations among consumers for the new gift pack from ABSOLUT, the leading 
international premium vodka. They will not be disappointed: Made from soft and shiny red 
spangles, and with a zipper on the back, the latest holiday gift pack from ABSOLUT really 
stands out and inspires consumers to join the glamorous masquerade.  

“Our new gift pack builds on the legendary ABSOLUT history of creative and groundbreaking 
bottle and package design”, says Katarina Nielsen, International Marketing Director, V&S Absolut 
Spirits. “We are confident that the new design will be just as much appreciated as its predecessors, 
ABSOLUT BLING BLING and ABSOLUT DISCO.”  

When opening the new gift pack, the zipper slides apart, revealing the classic ABSOLUT VODKA 
bottle. The one-liter gift pack is built of exactly 3,238 shiny red spangles in the shape of a classic 
ABSOLUT bottle, serving as an ultra-stylish package. 

With the new gift pack, people do not need an invitation to dress up for a party. ABSOLUT is 
taking masquerade into the modern era, where the possibilities of being yourself and expressing 
your personality are more important than ever. The red, shiny bottle will be the perfect present for 
the upcoming holiday season and be the center piece of any party.  

“We have extended the concept of what a gift pack can offer the consumers, and we hope it will 
inspire people to embrace the glamorous side of themselves by turning an ordinary night into a 
masquerade”, says Katarina Nielsen.  
 

 
For further information please contact:  
 
Jesper Kling, Jung, Tel: +46 8 410 556 50, E-mail: jesper@jungrelations.com 
 

Notes to the editor: 

• Around 3,7 million gift packs have been ordered worldwide. 

• The new ABSOLUT gift pack will be available on 76 markets worldwide. 

• V&S Absolut Spirits and Family Business, who developed the ABSOLUT DISCO gift 
pack and promotion for the 2007 holiday season, won the prestigious FAB award 
(International Food and Beverage Creative Excellence Awards) 2008 for best package 
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design, and two Cannes Lions awards; Silver in the design category and Bronze in the 
promotion category. 

• The new gift pack has been developed together with design agency Family Business 
(packaging), advertising agency TBWA/Chiat Day (print ads), Great Works (digital 
media) and Jung (PR). 


